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After the Celebration
July and August typically bring the same predictable weather…….heat, heat, and
more heat. Unfortunately with those extreme temperatures we all experience the exact same thing– yellow leaves and struggling plants. Sound familiar? If this does not
describe you then you should be writing this newsletter because you are doing something that should be shared with the struggling masses. Any volunteers? I think not.
June was a fabulous month for our chapter as once again we experienced a very successful show and sale. Even though we had success I can’t help but wonder what we
would experience if we could have our show during the plant buying time of the year
(normally April/May) We do well but we could do so much better. Maybe in years to
come our chapter will look at alternate and earlier dates. It might be fun to see how
many people would show up at a time when they are really experiencing the excitement of spring. Food for thought.
I hope you attended our chapter barbeque/social/meeting. It was a great time and my
wife Kathleen and I were honored to host all of you who chose to attend. I will admit
that I was under a ton of pressure standing at that barbeque pit. With all of the
“AMEN BROTHERS” sitting behind me I felt THE HEAT from several directions.
In spite of myself the meat turned out OK or so I was told. (I hope they weren’t simply being nice) Thanks again to everyone who provided goodies for our occasion.
You never cease to amaze me with the cordial way in which you approach thing.
That is to your credit and helps to make it so enjoyable for everyone. Merci Beaucoup. (note picture #3)
This month’s meeting will focused on “YOU and YOUR PLANTS”. What is going
on in your yard right now? Let’s discuss our summer successes and our hot weather
failures. If you’re having any success then tell us what you’re doing. If you have a
plant that doesn’t look too good then bring it or a picture to the meeting (Tuesday
August 5th) and we’ll take a look at it together. If you can’t bring your plant then tell
us what’s going on. Trust me, we are all experiencing the same thing. If you don’t
believe that then stop by my house any morning but, if you do, then bring some scissors so that you can help me cut off some yellow leaves. Yep, I’ve got plenty of
those things too. BUT I have more than you do simply because of my number of
plants.
Read the following article by Barry Schlueter. It says exactly what I’m saying but in
different words. Once you read it then try to do something with the information. It’s
important!
*********************************

Jason Blue

We Remember

Merci Beaucoup

6th Dimension

Pride of Acadiana

Here are a couple of sayings that I believe are appropriate for this time of year……..
“The greatest possession you have is the 24 hours directly in front of you”
(Take the professional advice in this newsletter and apply it immediately to your plants. They’ll like you for it and
perform better)
“Our children are like mirrors- they reflect our attitudes in life”
( I believe that our babies keep our attitudes healthy. They do for me. How about you? )
**********************************************

YOUR TIP OF THE MONTH……………
The following article was written by Master Hybridizer and Hibiscus expert Barry Schlueter and appeared in “The Petaloid”
which is the offical newsletter of the Lone Star chapter of the American Hibiscus Society…….

What Hibiscus Growers are Doing in June/July/August
It’s Hot.
June/July have brought temperatures in the mid nineties pretty consistently and there isn’t much that exotic hibiscus flowers like
about temperatures in the mid nineties.
The plants, however, will grow vigorously through these temperatures if you can keep them adequately watered and keep some
nitrogen and iron in the pots. Both leach out easily when you apply as much water as these temperatures warrant.
Using soluble fertilizers like Space City Hibiscus Food will provide the frequent snacks that exotic hibiscus need during this season. Weekly is not too often, and add some magnesium sulfate once a month. If the veins are darker than the bodies of the leaves,
some copperas is a cheap and easy way to replace the low iron. Is there anything that can be done about the beautiful blooms that
are missing or short-lived during such weather? Yes, there is.
Most obviously, those hibiscus plants in pots should be moved now to shadier spots. Morning sun and afternoon shade is a precious commodity, as is filtered light of pine trees or Drake Elms. You’ll have a little less growth but more and better flowers.
Very little direct sun is really necessary for summer flowers of hibiscus rosa-sinensis here.
While the exposed foliage of most of these varieties can tolerate full sun, the roots are much less adaptable. Consider how unnatural it is to confine any plant in a pot for life. The lack of a normal root run means water and nutrients are drawn from a much,
much smaller volume of soil. Add to that the elevation of summer temperatures found in container grown hibiscus, and you have
a formula for trouble.
In the natural state the shade of a bigger plant and leaf litter and all sorts of organic matter generally insulate the roots from the
sun, and feeder roots can grow more deeply in response to summer heat. None of those benefits are present in our black plastic
pots.
Yes, white pots would be better, reflecting radiant heat as they do, but they become a focal point in the landscape if exposed. A
better solution is to insulate your roots by placing your hibiscus in a second plastic pot of choice. It is inexpensive and simple to
slip that growing pot inside a second pot which is identical or slightly larger, creating a dead air space between the two pots.
Dead air is a good thermal insulator, and you can lower the temperatures in your hibiscus plants’ root zones dramatically with
this method. We find that this translates to more blooms, less water loss, less wilting, and generally happier plants, especially in
full sun.
You can insulate even more effectively by adding some inert, granular matter to the void between pots, perhaps calcined clay

(cat Litter), but just the dead air space can make a big difference, especially for container plants receiving afternoon sun.
Other growers insulate roots by nestling the plastic pots into raised bed filled with pine bark or filled with healthy annuals or perennials which can shade the pots. Bachelors’ Buttons, Lantana, summer petunias, and many other options can be used effectively. Avoid hosts to spider mites and consult a nurseryman for advice in this regard.

Some hobbyists dig holes in flower beds and nestle the pots directly into soil for the hot summer. It is harder to judge when to
water with this method, but of course it will be less often than for the pot sitting on top of the ground. Moving the pot to a protected area for the winter is a guaranteed struggle, because roots will escape the pot drain holes and anchor the pot into the surrounding soil. Attempting to lift out such a pot becomes a lumbar nightmare unless you cut the roots with a sharpshooter or tool
in advance of trying to lift it.
In recent days we have been religious about cooling off the hibiscus in the late afternoon by hosing them down with cool water
from the garden hose. As that bathwater evaporates, it carries away lots of BTU’s of heat energy, leaving the plants cooler and
happier. More buds stay on and flower size and quality in sunny sites improves. It is a perfect opportunity to provide an extra
measure of water for those rootbound containers which really want to wilt at 95 degrees F. In addition, a daily hosing washes off
dust and tree pollen and disrupts the life cycle of insect and mite pests, and lets you solve little problems before they become
widespread challenges. We get a little of the water in all pots, but wet the foliage very thoroughly.
If you wish to make best use of your hibiscus blooms in this hot weather, consider picking the flowers before the sun and heat
fade them. Picking buds before you go to work will yield nice flowers before noon, and they will last well. Refrigerating picked
buds the morning they were to open, can delay their opening for a few days such that your fine flowers can open and decorate an
evening or afternoon event the day you remove them from refrigeration. Slip the picked buds into a zip lock bag with a damp
paper towel as moisture source to prevent desiccation.
Finally…if you haven’t done this already, in our summers pay special attention to the varieties that continue to bloom and to
those that do not. Our summers are so protracted that a non-performer in the heat is hard to justify space for. Ask your hibiscus
friends for names of good bloomers in the summer heat, and consider replacing your hibernating varieties with better performers.
Many doubles are notorious for doing a disappearing act in summertime……………

Good blooming….Barry
**********************************************
Ladies and gentlemen, that’s a rap for the month of August 2008. Remember, we’ll have some new members at our
next meeting. Be sure to go out of your way to make them welcome. Encourage their questions and try to give them
good advice. And if all else fails, find me and I’ll do my best to give them an answer. This much I know for sure, just
being around you, each new member will quickly understand and appreciate why we are all hooked on hibiscus……….and it’s contagious!
See you on the Tuesday the 5th………….

Buddy

**********************************************
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